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20:00 NOVEMBER 22ND UNTIL 20:00 NOVEMBER 23RD. 
Turkey’s bombardment of North and East Syria, which began at midnight on 
the 19th of November, continues through its fourth consecutive day. 

KEY POINTS

• Turkey’s targeting of essential infrastructure continued, with oil and gas 
stations hit numerous times.

• Casualties were reported from the oil and gas facilities bombardments, 
with at least 6 civilians injured: 2 engineers, Yasser Sattam and Abdul 
Karim Abdo, as well as 4 other workers, Abdurrahman al-Ahmad (22) and 
Ibrahim al-Muhammad (43), Abdul Munim Khalifa (28), Ziyad El Habib (35)

• The complete number of civilians and soldiers killed and injured today is 
unconfirmed, but it is reported that in the Jazira region alone, 14 civilians 
were taken to hospital due to their injuries. This report only mentions 
confirmed casualties, but the true number will be higher. 

• Al-Hol camp security forces’ checkpoint was targeted with drone strikes, 
leading to some families escaping the camp, as reported by SDF spox. 
Farhad Shami. 

• A local source also told RIC that a journalist was wounded from shelling 
in Kobane. 

• Turkey struck a site near a prison holding ISIS members in the village of 
Himo, just outside of Qamishlo.

For many of the strikes, there is a lack of clarity over whether they were with 
drones, warplanes, or shelling. RIC lists first those strikes confirmed as drone 
bombs, then lists all other strikes.  

CONFIRMED TURKISH DRONE ATTACKS:

12:00 – al-Mabaqer station, which is a joint SDF-Russian base near Tel Tamir. 
2 SDF soldiers were injured. Reportedly, in the aftermath of the initial strike, 
other soldiers went to help the two injured, at which point another bomb was 
dropped. The final outcome was that 2 SDF soldiers were killed and 2 injured. 
Reportedly, immediately prior to the strike, the Russian forces left the base, 
then returned afterwards. 

13:00 – Mesref village, near Qamishlo, a civilian vehicle was hit, injuring 3 
civilians. 

14:00 – the center of Zirgan and the nearby village of Ibrahimiye were both 
hit.

16:00 – the village of Qererishk, near Kobane.
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17:00 – the northern entrance to Zirgan with a suicide drone. There are reports of injuries 
among civilians. 

17:00 – an oil station near Mashouk and an oil tank in Gel Hesnak station, southeast of 
Qamishlo city.

18:00 – Eleqose oil station.

18:00 – Masuke village in Cil Axa area.

19:00 – asayish checkpoint in Zirgan. 3 Asayish injured. 

20:00 – al-Hol camp, which houses over 53,000 people, many of whom are ISIS-linked 
individuals. 3 strikes targeting the camp security forces were reported. 

LIST OF AERIAL ATTACKS FROM TURKEY AND SHELLING FROM TURKEY AND THE TURKISH-
BACKED SYRIAN NATIONAL ARMY (SNA)

Tirbespiye:
The Odeh oil field and, a short while after, the Dicle oil field.

Cil Axa:
The Tigris oil field.

Qamishlo:
Close to the COVID-19 hospital in Qamishlo city, two strikes in the Masalun neighbourhood 
of Qamishlo city. Villages of Sirkra, Tel Ziwan, and Tel Fares. 

Tel Tamir: 
Um El Xer, Til Tewil, Shex Eli, Qibur el-Xercine, Gozeliye. 

Tel Kocher:
Ali Agha, Kasai. 

Shehba: 
Menagh Airport (2 SAA killed, 2 injured), Tel Rifaat, Granada, Hasajek, Samouka, Beluniye, 
Ayn Daqna.

Zirgan:
Dada Abdal, al-Bubi, Um harmala, Ibrahimia, Zaydiyah (2 civilians injured).

Kobane: 
Xane, Koran, Yukari Shexler, Ashma, Charixli, Siftek, Zor Maghar, Zorava.
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Amude:
Xerez, Til Kefe, Ezzedine Joli, Tel Hamdoun.

Girke Lege:
Girke Lege countryside. 

Derik:
The gas fields in al-Suwaidiyah, which caused a fire to start. The villages of Shirik, 
Kocherat.

M4 highway:
M4 highway.

PHOTOS

Photos from the bombardment of oil and gas infrastructure in the Jazira region 
countryside.
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Photos taken in the aftermath of Turkish strikes in Zirgan.
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Two engineers injured from oil infrastructure bombardment.
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OTHER EVENTS

At around 3pm, residents in Tel Tamir stoned a patrol of Russian forces and burned one 
of their vehicles.
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DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL COMMENTARY

Russian Presidential Special Envoy for Syria, Alexander Lavrentiev, stated that any Turkish 
military operation would trigger an escalation in Syria and the Middle East. Lavrentiev 
expressed desire that Turkey undersvtand that using force “will not lead to the desired 
result”, and “will only contribute to the upsurge of terrorist activity, including in Turkey”. 

In an interview with al-Monitor, SDF General Commander, Mazloum Abdi, stated, “Russia 
does oppose a Turkish land incursion, but it's just not enough. Kobane, Manbij, all those 
areas that are being targeted by Turkey are under Russian control. […] They [Turkey] 
have recently spoken of Manbij, but we believe their true target is Kobane. Kobane is 
highly symbolic for the Kurds. It’s where our national struggle was launched and also 
where the fight against the Islamic State took off. It’s also of strategic significance, as it 
will allow Turkey to join Azaz to the areas Turkey seized in October 2019”. When asked 
about the recent Istanbul bombing, Abdi said, “I believe it [the bombing] was an act of 
provocation that was conceived by the Turkish government in order to lay the ground 
for the war against us. We did a lot of research and have concluded that the attack 
was perpetrated by Syrian opposition groups operating under Turkey’s control. We 
established, for example, and I am revealing this information to the media for the first 
time, that the woman who was arrested for planting the bomb comes from a family linked 
to the Islamic State. Three of her brothers died fighting for the Islamic State. One died 
in Raqqa, another in Manbij and a third died in Iraq. Another brother is a commander in 
the Turkish-backed Syrian opposition in Afrin. She was married to three different Islamic 
State fighters and the family is from Aleppo. We had absolutely nothing to do with the 
bombing and we have no such policy”.

RIC requested comment from Lokman Ehme, a spokesperson for the Autonomous 
Administration of North and East Syria (AANES). He said “this is a planned war, and the 
purpose is to annihilate the Autonomous Administration as well as revive ISIS. In previous 
attacks, maybe this was not so clear, but we saw today the attack close to the ISIS prison 
in Qamishlo. Turkey also wants to destroy all infrastructure needed for life in North and 
East Syria, and trigger migration of local people, to empty North and East Syria”. Ehme 
stated there is a positive correlation between the strength of the AANES/SDF and the 
strength of the global fight against ISIS, saying “if the Autonomous Administration gets 
destroyed, there will be great danger for Europe, and a big threat for democracy. […] 
When the European governments and European press accept a situation like this, where 
the Autonomous Administration is being attacked, ISIS will rise in Europe. We do not say 
that we alone defeated ISIS, but we say that with the support of the Coalition, we got to 
a situation where people could live their lives how they were used to. If ISIS continued to 
rule, with Turkey supporting them covertly, more insecurity would also occur in Europe. 
Turkey has strong ties with ISIS, and Jahbat al-Nusra. Not just at material levels – they 
share the same views, ideology. This is why it is so dangerous. A state which is part of 
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NATO has a similar ideology. ISIS might be defeated but its ideas are still vivid inside 
the Turkish power. ISIS cannot survive without the Turkish state. […] If we [the AANES] 
succeed, it will have a positive influence for the world. If we lose, it will have a negative 
impact on the world, and particularly on all systems striving towards democracy and 
mutual acceptance”. 

RIC also spoke with Jema, a local journalist in Kobane. He told us, “I am in Kobane 
now. On the 19/20th, at night-time, the first of these attacks began on NES, including 
Kobane, which is one of the targets. Warplanes, bombing, continuing from the start until 
the present moment, in Kobane. Just an hour ago I heard shelling in the Kanya Karda 
neighbourhood, in the east of the city. This was hitting the post of the Syrian government 
forces, according to our information. 1 person died and others are injured. This is for 
sure. Other information is less sure. Other villages around Kobane, like Qaramox and 
Koran are being bombed. Zor Magar, Ziyaret. A drone strike on the village of Qaraish, 
6km south of Kobane occurred around 14/15 o’clock. Until now, all I know regarding 
casualties is that one of my journalist friends is injured, his situation is not good. But 
other than this, all I have heard is about the casualties in Kanya Karda neighbourhood. 
Infrastructure is being targeted. A hospital, school, and medical center have all been hit 
so far in Kobane. Another village, Gubernav, was bombed, and some of the explosion hit 
a school there too”.
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